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Synca KaGra massage chair champagne  
 

KaGra is the limousine among massage
chairs. Leave all everyday stress behind
and enjoy your individual pampering
program from head to toe with the
incredibly versatile KaGra massage chair.

 CHF 4'890.00  
      

      

The KaGra massage chair - Like a dance for the gods

We named the KaGra massage chair after the Japanese term Kagura, which means "entertaining the
gods". It is traditional music and playful dances from Shintoism, dating back to an ancient legend,
according to which the goddess of the sun was calmed, soothed and pleased to lure her out of a cave.
There she had hidden herself with a large boulder in front of the entrance, thereby shrouding the earth in
deep darkness.Well, you guessed it, the plan succeeded and the brightness came back into people's
lives. And now KaGra may please you too.

For an almost weightless experience

This luxury furniture will become your new oasis of well-being, because here you will experience
maximum effectiveness and comfort. The so-called "Zero Gravity Position" is the reclining position
determined by NASA, in which the legs, heart and back are at the same level. This angle of about 126°
provides the ideal conditions for a relaxed, almost weightless posture.

A massage as if by hand

With the special 4D massage technique, you will experience Asian Shiatsu tradition as if by hand. The
massage heads and rollers work with the highest precision and give you the possibility to adjust method
and intensity exactly to your needs. Enjoy a deep-acting therapy that follows your body contours with
vertical and horizontal movements both in depth and width - in other words, four-dimensional.

Full body massage with 7 techniques
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Powerful or gentle, relaxing or vitalizing. There are 7 massage techniques available to you with the
KaGra massage chair, which you can now enjoy at home and at any time. In numerous automatic
programs, these rolling, pulling, kneading and tapping techniques are combined for a deeply relaxing,
vitalizing or stretching massage. All you have to do is select the desired body region, intensity and
duration of the application.

Body scan to the point

Thanks to the intelligent DUAL-LAYER sensors, which precisely scan and measure your physique, the
massage points and intensity are perfectly adjusted to you. Create your own individual massage
program so that you can relieve regions with particularly stubborn hardening or tension through targeted
acupressure - then simply save it for the next application at the touch of a button.

Ergonomic massage posture from head to toe

Infinitely adjustable backrest and footrest as well as the armrest position, which is automatically adjusted
in conjunction with the inclination of the backrest, ensure full contact with all massage surfaces at all
times. You can also use the KaGra wonderfully for power napping and add the triple infrared heat. But
then you probably won't want to get up again.

Comfortable warmth from head to toe

Pleasant warmth enhances the therapeutic massage effect and provides additional well-being and
relaxation. The switchable heating pads work on the back, chest and abdomen, as well as in the pockets
to warm the hands, and in the area of the feet. So you will be pampered all around and in addition your
blood circulation will be stimulated.

Music at will

Immerse yourself completely in the world of relaxation. The wireless Bluetooth speakers play your
favorite music from any Bluetooth-enabled device, but also transmit sound from your smart TV when
you simply use the KaGra as a comfortable chair. The convenient storage pockets keep the control
panel, smartphone or magazine close at hand at all times.

Relaxed operation

The handy control element allows you to intuitively control all functions such as program selection,
massage types, body position, intensity or heat. A clear LCD display shows you essential information at
all times, such as the remaining massage time, the type of massage currently being performed or the
body region currently being massaged.

Control buttons you hardly have to lift a finger for

You want to change the inclination of the backrest, the position of the leg rest or the intensity or the
program of the massage during the massage? No problem, because the quick selection buttons are
conveniently located right in the hand rest and in no time you will be able to operate them even with your
eyes closed.

Multifunctional leg rest
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Regenerating calf and foot massage? Comfortable recliner for a nap? Or comfortable television
armchair? Thanks to its multifunctional foot and leg rest, the KaGra adapts to your needs in no time at
all. The rest can be adjusted several times in length, height and angle, so users of all sizes can find a
comfortable position.

Soothing foot massage

Pamper your feet with a pleasant Shiatsu air pressure massage. The dual air pressure pads enhance
the therapeutic massage effect. With precise movements, the Shiatsu foot massage targets the arch of
the foot to relieve tension anchored there. The lateral parts of the foot are also massaged vigorously by
specially developed two-layer air cells. Combined with the variable movements of the calf massage,
you'll feel fatigue literally melt away from your legs.

A superior design that blends seamlessly into any living environment.

Treat yourself to a time-out from everyday life, enjoy the soothing massage of individual, tense parts of
your body or let yourself be pampered from head to toe with gentle rolling and light kneading massage.

Recommended guide price CHF 5,290.00

Use: home
Product dimensions: Sitting position: W89 x H123 x D135cm, reclining position: W89 x H93 x D187cm,
weight 96kg
Accessories: cushion, power cable (approx. 180cm), pad
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excludes consumables)
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